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Don Richmond, possibly the oldest F3J competitor at 75,

has eyes like a hawk as he takes his Supra very deep

downwind in strong lift.

A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support Team. Our community partners

recognize that AMA onsite events bring thousands of visitors during the flying season who

spend dollars in our community. Their generous donations help AMA continue to host the

many competition events held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and encourages our

members to look for and support members of the Flight Support Team.
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After a week of glider camp at the Nats with some

great soaring conditions, the weather gods planned

something new for the first day of the F3J contest:

wind and lots of it. The forecast called for 20-25 mph

winds from the west. 

We awoke to an overcast sky, drizzling rain, and

yes, a chilly wind. During the night, around 4 a.m., I

was awakened by my son Jamie because he could hear

a storm coming and we needed to “batten down the

hatches.” We have been camped at the AMA camping

facility all week in an RV with our awning providing

shelter for the evening parties after soaring. 

Jamie and I packed up all the loose chairs and misc.

stuff as lightning strikes came ever closer. The wind

was just starting to pick up as we began to

close the awning. I asked Jamie to hold

down the first side while I moved the stay

and lowered the awning support. 

At that moment the wind arrived as if

cued by a conductor and I yelled for Jamie

to hold on tight. I was in the middle as the

wind hit and held on to the tape from the

roller while Jamie was at the leading edge of

what was now our sail. 

After 20 seconds of being thrown around

like a rag doll, we had to let go and my

awing support arms bent like a banana

around the stays as the wind folded the

whole contraption back against the RV. Not

a great start to what was to be my first day

of F3J Soaring and the final contest I would

be attending at the 2009 Soaring Nats. 

F3J is a thermal duration contest

where the aircraft are launched by man

power. Using a two-man tow pulling on

200 lb monofilament via either a pulley to

double the speed of the tow, or a direct

tow in certain windy conditions, the

sailplanes can be launched to 600 feet or

more. 

The contest format is MOM, with

each flight group launching

simultaneously at the beginning of a 10-

minute working time. The entire flight

must be completed within that 10-minute

window, so any time spent on hook being

A pair of professional F3J towing pulleys in

their blocks.

Marc Gellart and Mario Scolari share a laugh as they wait for the fun to begin.
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A brace of Espadas being flown by Cody

Remington wait for the drizzle to subside.



launched is automatically deducted from the

pilot’s possible 10-minute max. This is because

the actual flight time does not begin until the

aircraft is released from the tow line. 

This sets the scene for what appears to the

uninitiated to be organized chaos: 10 or more

pilots trying to leave terra firma and get their

aircraft up and off hook as fast as possible

during the same instant of time. 

I had read lots about it and been told by

many how much fun it was, so I looked

forward to this new

experience with

much

excitement. My son Jamie was also very

enthusiastic about the event as he has

been practicing the art of throwing a

molded sailplane Cody Remington style.

Jamie is extremely enthusiastic about

Soaring and we are extremely grateful

for the time Cody and Skip (and many

others) have spent with him to improve

his technique in readiness for his first

F3J experience.

The contest was supposed to begin

around 8:30 a.m., but aside from

drizzling rain there were storm cells still

moving in our direction and we would

not be able to fly until this weather had passed. Bill

Christian, our CD, held the pilots’ meeting mid morning

as the skies began to clear and teams started setting up

their equipment on the flightline. 

Each team has two towlines set up and many teams

brought more spools of line in case it was needed during

the contest as in the frenzied start to each round the

monofilament can be crossed sometimes with other tow lines

and damaged. 

It seemed like a long time but everybody was busy preparing

until the first round got underway about noon. The wind was 14

mph and gusting to 18 mph as the first five-minute prep time

countdown began.

That first-round launch in F3J was an amazing experience to

watch as eight sailplanes sped skyward straining to reach the

highest altitude in the shortest time. Though the conditions were

Left: Cody Remington stretches back for a

test launch of his Espada before the

contest gets underway.

Below: Cody shows his form with a nice

follow through on release of the model.
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Sailplanes accelerate skyward en masse at the start of Round 1.
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until tabulation is confirmed.
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extremely trying for soaring, most flight

groups in the first round caught a good ride

downwind to make their 10 minutes, though

some fliers used a second or third thermal

on the way home to ensure their height. 

I had the great tutelage of Jim “JT”

Thomas to help settle down the butterflies

and soar my Espada for 10 minutes. By

the end of my first F3J flight I had

scored a 9:47 time and a

93 landing and

the

experience was one I will never forget. Round 1 moved along

very smoothly as each flight group jumped on the ride

downwind and returned home for the mass F3J-style landings at

the end of the working time.

The Round 1 group winners with 1000 points were Blayne

Chastain, Cody Remington, Karl Miller, Mike Verzuh, and Skip

Miller.

F3J is an exciting format as things have to be done on time or

there is a penalty. For example, the landing must be completed

and the aircraft come to rest before the completion of the 10-

minute working time. If a pilot goes

past the time he is penalized 30 points

and gets zero landing points. An

aircraft also must conclude the

flight within 75 meters of the

landing spot or the flight is

scored a zero, so out landings

can be costly. 

At times during the second

round, strong winds and less-

than-favorable air on the

return trip home caught a

few fliers grounded in the

beans or well short of the landing

zone. The air was still working well enough

for the majority of the field to achieve their times

and post a reasonable score. With two rounds complete,

Blayne Chastain had scored 1000 for both his flights and

Above: Chris Lee is a picture of concentration

while Rich Burnoski calls the air around him.

Both pilots are from the S.O.A.R. club in

Chicago.

Left: David Campbell demonstrates the latest

technology in transmitter covers for all

weather conditions.

Jim “JT” Thomas takes care of timing duties

as “Bubba” (Rob Glover) concentrates on

flying in very tricky air. 
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Throwers launch all the aircraft on

the buzzer so as many as 10

aircraft leave together in a mad

rush to get up and off.

remained atop the scoresheet. Mike Verzuh was right behind in

second with 1997 points, and Karl Miller, who buried his group

in Round 1 with a great solo effort, was third. Fourth and fifth

places were occupied by Jon Padilla and Josh Glaab.

Flying conditions had become much more ragged by the time

the third round began. Lift was still there but the cycles were

farther apart and the lift much weaker so pilots in many cases

needed to use many thermals to get their 10 minutes. Peter

Goldsmith was one such pilot who rode eight different thermals

on his way to a max. 

Some flight groups found themselves launching between the

lift cycles and relaunches were often required as the first

launches into unfavorable air found some sailplanes on the

ground in less than two minutes. It seemed like a mad scramble

sometimes with as many as five or six pilots returning to launch

again to try to find a better patch of air. 

Above: The landing area is a busy place during the last 10

seconds of the working time as all planes that are still airborne try

to be last to land before the time is up.

Left: The constant morning drizzle had sailplanes covered for

much of the time with tarps.
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One flight group in these conditions was one with a five-

minute max. Such is the nature of F3J (with the opportunity for

one re-launch), that decision making plays a big part. Many

pilots landed out also as the strong winds denied them a

complete return to the landing area. 

The many low and zero scores that resulted moved many

pilots drastically down the score sheet. By the conclusion of

Round 3, the clear winner for the day was Mike Verzuh as he

won his flight group and finished on 2997 points. Blayne

Chastain continues to fly with precision and his second place

with 2991 is only 6 points back. 

It was tight at the top with Jon Padilla matching Blayne’s

score for third followed by Skip Miller in fourth with 2989.

Mario Scolari flew three solid rounds to fill fifth place with

2981 points. 

It was shortly after 6 p.m. when we called it a day and began

packing up the equipment. There is no doubt tomorrow will

bring better weather conditions for the final day of F3J and

scores will need to be high for one of these best pilots in the

country to win the contest.

—Gordon Buckland

Left: The leg kick

tells the towers to

run as the pilot

waits for the

count to reach

start of working

time.

Below: Two

professional

towers (football

players) waiting to

pull the next

sailplane up for

the Airtronics

team. Size and

strength are very

important to

ensure the best

launch possible

with a two-man

tow. 



Peter Goldsmith and Larry Jolly pair up

in the JR Team for another great round.

Peter demonstrated a lot of patience in

this flight as he hopped for thermal to

thermal to reach the max.

Jim “JT” Thomas and Rich Burnoski in the

background show their different grips on a

sailplane during the launch phase.
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